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OUTPERFORM: COMMIT


ü  Talk the Talk and Walk the Walk
ü  Great leadership is completely INDIVIDUAL
ü  Who has been a great leader in your life? 

Why?







OUTPERFORM: COMMUNICATION


ü  The TYPE of Communication
ü  Emphasize praise over punishment 

(sandwich)
ü  At least 3:1 ratio of positive:negative



OUTPERFORM: COMMUNICATION


ü  The TIMING of Communication
ü  We live in a society of instant gratification
ü  Feedback should be immediate, frequent, 

concise



OUTPERFORM: COMMUNICATION


ü  The TONALITY of Communication
ü  Stanford Communication Study





OUTPERFORM: COMMUNICATION


ü  The TONALITY of Communication
ü  Stanford Communication Study
ü  “How are you?”
ü  “Is something wrong?”
ü  “I appreciate your effort on this project.”





OUTPERFORM: CLARIFY ROLES


ü  Everyone Needs to Know...
ü  Role Clarity = clear, specific expectations

ü  Level of performance, pattern of behavior
ü  Controllables!



OUTPERFORM: CLARIFY ROLES


ü  Everyone Needs to Know... (cont.)
ü  Role Awareness = how valuable they are to 

the overall project and team success
ü  Individual contribution is recognized 

and rewarded









OUTPERFORM: CAST A VISION


ü  Where are we going?
ü  Compare/contrast now vs. the bright future
ü  Simplify the vision (Flesch-Kincaid test)





OUTPERFORM: CAST A VISION


ü  Where are we going?
ü  Compare/contrast now vs. the bright future
ü  Simplify the vision (Flesch-Kincaid test)
ü  Use metaphors to help people understand











OUTPERFORM: CONNECT TO A PURPOSE


ü  A Powerful Purpose Fuels Motivation
ü  Anchor it daily (this is why we exist)
ü  People want to be a part of something good, 

worthwhile, communal 
ü  What do you DO?













OUTPERFORM: BE COURAGEOUS


ü  Using Your “Alter Ego”
ü  In what situations can you perform better?
ü  Who is an alter ego (character, person) and 

how would they handle it?
ü  Create a trigger that initiates the transition

ü  An outfit, song, item, action










